Introduction

133
Acute myeloid leukemias (AMLs) comprise a heterogeneous group of diseases (ref. 11-12) . A small number of LSC surviving induction therapy but remaining dormant or slowly cycling 146 after cessation of therapy lead to relapse after many years and a longer period of survival 147 than in scenario (1) . According to this reasoning, even if it were possible to measure LSC 148 numbers, e.g., based on surface markers, it would be important to know their division kinetics 149
and self-renewal rates. Thus far, these parameters have remained undefined (ref. 8, 14) . proliferation and self-renewal rates in relapsing patients, (3) using estimated LSC 176 proliferation and self-renewal rates to predict patients' prognosis. 177
178
In this study, we have outlined the principles of our mathematical model and we have defined 179 the parameters of division kinetics and self-renewal rate. Using computer simulations, we 180 have related LSC proliferation and self-renewal rates to the clinical course of relapse. We 181 then have applied the proposed framework to estimate surrogate LSC proliferation and self-182 renewal rates of 41 patients with relapsed AML and to relate them to long-term clinical 183
outcomes. 184 185
Materials and Methods
186
Mathematical Model
187
In the following we introduce the mathematical model. 
Simulations
241
Impact of LSC properties on clinically observable progress of the disease is investigated 242 using model simulations. As a symptom of the progress we consider impairment of 243 hematopoiesis, which is a common feature of acute leukemias. We presume that under 244 physiological conditions the hematopoietic cells are in a dynamic equilibrium, i.e. production 245 of each cell type equals its clearance. We start computer simulations with equilibrium cell 246 counts in the hematopoietic lineage and a small number of LSC (1 per kg of body weight), 247 mimicking the appearance of LSC due to a mutation or survival of LSC after therapy. Initial 248 conditions for the other leukemic cell types (LPCs and blasts) are equal to zero. In the next 249 step we evaluate the period of time until mature blood cell counts are reduced by 20%. 250
Choosing different cutoff-values between 10% and 90% does not change the results; 251 alternatively marrow blast fractions can be used to define the time point of diagnosis. We 252 perform these simulations for a wide range of leukemic stem and progenitor cell properties. and a small number of LSCs (1 LSC per kg of body weight). Other choices of initial LSC 297 counts lead to similar dynamics, see Fig. 3 (a, b) 
Results
306
LSC Properties are Crucial for Clinical Dynamics
307
We used computer simulations to study the impact of LSC proliferation and self-renewal 308 rates on the dynamics of disease. As a marker of the clinical course we chose the 309 impairment of healthy hematopoiesis. Using the proportion of marrow blasts as a diagnostic 310 marker led to equivalent results. 311
In our simulations we measured the time from the origin of a leukemic stem cell population 312 until reduction of mature cells by 20%. To detect its dependence on LSC properties, we fixed 313 LPC parameters and varied LSC proliferation rate between 50% of HSC proliferation and 314 1000% of HSC proliferation. LSC self-renewal rate was varied between 105% of HSC self-315 renewal and a value close to the maximal possible fraction of self-renewal, which is 1 316 comparison to the impact of LSC described above, see Fig. 2 and 3 (a) . CAN-14-2508 assume that this is true it will be possible to infer LSC properties from clinical data. We have 345 applied the model to clinical data from 41 patients with relapsed AML in order to estimate 346 their respective LSC properties. We considered the following idealized scenario: A small 347 number of LSC (less than 100 per kg of body weight) survived chemotherapy 
Estimated Individual LSC Properties Might Predict Survival
366
Grouping patients based on the estimated LSC self-renewal and proliferation rates (i.e., 367 assigning patients with "high" estimated LSC self-renewal and proliferation rates to one 368 group and patients with "low" estimated LSC self-renewal and proliferation rates to a second 369
Research. 
group) reveals that patients surviving more than one year after the first relapse have different 370 estimated LSC self-renewal and proliferation rates than patients surviving less than one year. 371 Fig. 4 (a, b) provides evidence that patients could be categorized into good prognosis versus 372 poor prognosis groups. Fig. 4 . shows how these groups were defined in terms of estimated 373 LSC self-renewal and proliferation rates. The parameter ranges for both groups were defined 374 based on a test group. Survival curves of the two groups differ significantly (p=0.003 by the 375 logrank test). Among the included patients 8 relapsed twice. In 6 cases our assumptions that a small 395 number of LSC survives chemotherapy and that healthy hematopoiesis is fully restored after 396 treatment can recapitulate the observed data. Our results indicated that LSC properties might 397 vary between relapses. 398
In five of these cases LSC proliferation and/or self-renewal rates have increased at second 399 relapse as compared to the first relapse. Corresponding estimated parameter ranges of the 400 patients are shown in Fig. 5 (a-d) case only a small fraction of LPCs gives rise to mitotic LPCs after each division whereas a 422 large number gives rise to post-mitotic blasts. In this case the LSC population is small but the 423 number of originating blasts per LSC division is high. These two opposite effects lead to 424 approximately the same blast production in both cases, see Fig. 6 . This explains why LPC 425 self-renewal rate has a small impact on blast dynamics. This finding is new and cannot be 426 directly deduced from existing experimental data. Importantly, our model allows self-renewal 427 of progenitor cells, as it is crucial after bone marrow transplantation (ref. 5, 46, 47) . 428
Our results propose that in contrast to hematopoietic reconstitution after chemotherapy, 429 progenitor cells, despite their ability to self-renew, have no influence on short term dynamics 430 during leukemic cell expansion. As explained above, this effect is due to dynamic properties 431 of the system leading to different sizes of the progenitor populations depending on LPC 432
properties. It is important to note that LPCs play a major role since they speed up production 433 of leukemic blasts, but this effect is approximately independent of their self-renewal behavior. properties and overall survival supports our hypothesis that the division and self-renewal 450 behavior of LSC significantly determines the clinical course of the disease. Due to the 451 complexity of the mechanisms leading to evolution of AML on the one hand, and 452 simplifications in the models on the other, the estimated LSC parameters should be 453 understood as surrogates for LSC behavior that significantly correlate with clinical outcome. 454
As such, they should not be regarded as quantitative estimates of the kinetic properties of 455
LSCs. 456
Multiple relapses in the same individual patient permitted monitoring of the estimated LSC 457 self-renewal and proliferation rates between relapses. In most of the cases LSC shifted 458 towards higher estimated self-renewal rates and/or higher estimated proliferation rates from 459 first to second relapse. Further research is required to link estimated LSC properties to 460 detected mutations. 
impact of non-stem cell properties on tumor growth kinetics (ref. 50), which is not observed in 471 our model. 472
Our approach can be only applied to patients after first relapse. Nevertheless a more careful 473 MRD (minimal residual disease) monitoring will allow applying our framework to MRD data 474 after therapy of the primary disease in the future. The current work has provided a framework 475 to obtain surrogate parameters for LSC division behavior, i.e. proliferation and self-renewal 476 rates that may be used to predict patient prognosis. This constitutes a novel approach to risk 477 stratification. Since LSC properties may emerge from selection due to therapeutic regimens 478 small LPC population but to a large probability that LPCs develop into post-mitotic blasts, high LPC 689 self-renewal leads to a large LPC population but to a small probability that LPCs develop into post-690 mitotic blasts. The influx of post-mitotic cells is equal to the number of mitotic LPCs times probability 691 to become post-mitotic. A large number of mitotic cells multiplied by a small probability leads 692 approximately to the same result as a small number of mitotic cells multiplied by a large probability. 
